
Look at the original data yourself – then make your decision
As a homeowner in ArrowCreek, I am concerned about misleading information published on the 411
website as “fact”. Some information – such as the claim that FOA is not paying its obligations to the
ACHOA—appears for a day or two on the website and then disappears, only to be followed by an apology
and correction. In the same March 31 post, the fourth paragraph presents numbers from an unknown
source (not the 2014 ACHOA financials or the Jan 2015 Financials). I checked with Arnold Palmer Golf
directly. They do not charge the ACHOA for meetings at their club house. The paragraph claims that our
HOA pays Arnold Palmer Golf significant amounts of money for meeting rooms. The conclusion reached
in the final paragraph attempts to mislead the reader to an idea that is at best, inaccurate.

Other claims distort data to justify opinions. An example of that is the March 28 post in which data is
incorrectly manipulated to support the claim that a golf course does not affect home values. Everyone
should look at the data without bias. That is what I did, and I have described the process below. I started
with the data that Sotheby’s sent all ArrowCreek residents as a flyer. The flyer included a list of all the
homes sold in our community in 2014. They included some statistics.

Value of a Golf Course

I want to know if homes on the golf courses sold for higher dollars per square foot than those not on the
courses. I entered the Sotheby’s data in an Excel spreadsheet, located all 58 homes on Google Earth and
then tried to divide the homes into, ‘on a course’ or ‘not on a course’. Most are either clearly on, or not
on, one of the courses. I could not decide about 9 of the homes—so I did not include them in either list.

14 of the homes are ‘on a course’ and their average $/Sq. Ft selling price is $222.0

35 of the homes are ‘not on a course’ and their average $/Sq. Ft selling price is $186.0

Houses that are on a course sold for a 19% premium over those not on a course.

I am happy to supply anyone with my data (Excel and Google Earth). But, since I am human, I suggest
you start with the Sotheby’s flyer and do your own calculations.

Value of Similar Homes: In ArrowCreek and not in ArrowCreek

The Good Life—South RenoMarch 2015, published a list titled “Sold Homes in Your Neighborhood”.
There are 34 homes in southwest Reno listed. Eleven are in ArrowCreek, six were sold in 2015 and five
were sold in 2014. However, I included all of them in my evaluation. All of the homes were tabulated on
an Excel spreadsheet and their locations plotted on Google Earth. That data is available for the asking.

In my calculations, I ignored nine homes: Some were “in the pines” in the National Forest, another has its
own putting green and bunker, others were special properties such as “horse properties”. They are shown
in the data. That left 13 recently sold homes outside ArrowCreek which were similar in their setting as
ArrowCreek—just not in our community. The average $/sq. ft. sold price for homes in ArrowCreek is
$211.9. The average $/sq. ft. sold price for homes outside our community is $193.6. Our homes sold at a
9.4 % premium over homes outside our community. Again, I urge you to look at the numbers in The
Good Life.

Something that is difficult to account for is that the selling price of larger homes is generally less on a
$/sq. ft. basis than a smaller home. Some people say that it costs more to build a smaller home and others
say “that there is a value for the land that must be distributed into the price and the smaller the home the
more the value is concentrated.” The following web sites provide some information on this point.
http://homebuying.about.com/od/marketfactstrends/f/062408_persqft.htm



http://therealestatecoconut.com/2010/12/smallerhomestendtosellatahigherpricepersqft/
http://sacramentoappraisalblog.com/tag/pricepersqft/

It is interesting to look at this fact in connection with home values in ArrowCreek. For The Good Life
data, ArrowCreek homes are 900 sq. ft. larger (27%) but still sell at a 9% premium per square foot to
those outside our community.

I looked at a similar comparison with our ArrowCreek homes using the Sotheby’s information;
Average square footage ‘not on a course’: 3379
Average square footage ‘on a course’: 4374
Average square footage “Open Space View”: 5729

(These are nine homes I mentioned above that I left out of the data because I could not decide which
group they belonged in.)

D’Andrea

D’Andrea is a failed golf course in Sparks. Pictures of D ’Andrea have been published on the 411 website
in a December 23, 2014 PowerPoint presentation. Persons posting the pictures of D’Andrea claim the
pictures show that the course has simply gone back to nature. In my opinion the pictures posted do not
reflect the real condition of D’Andrea. I visited D ‘Andrea on April 3, 2015 and took the following
pictures with their locations noted.

Looking Southwest from the south end of the green maintenance shed.



Looking north from the Substation just past Dirienzo Ln and S D’Andrea Pkwy. The blueish storage
containers are at the clubhouse. This time of year the low weeds are still green.



Looking northwest to the clubhouse just, downhill, off the road to the clubhouse to the west.

These are pictures that I took. It has not returned to nature and it is not attractive. D’Andrea is only 2530
minutes away. I urge you to visit D ’Andrea and check my conclusions against your own.

The Google Earth Street View is August 2011 before it went brown. And the overhead view is 4/29/2014.

I was also curious about how long our high desert vegetation would take to reestablish itself in an area
that had been disturbed by man’s activity, such as a golf course going brown. I could find only two
sources of slightly helpful information. In the following paper
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2872343/ the author states that in the Sonoran Desert of
southern Nevada, it takes anywhere from 76 years to more than 215 years for the plants to fully reestablish
cover. My other source was to look at the hills and mountains around Reno.

Pingle Report

A report authored by Pingle and Belt of UNR’s economic department gives more information about home
values and various amenities of a community. Their summary is short and gives you an idea of the
complexity and problems of trying to make comparisons between ArrowCreek and another community.
For instance, Pingle’s summary gives a range of home value premiums that range from 6% to a high of
24%. This is on page 2 under “A Short Summary”. There are many other amenities listed and their
home value premiums given in Pingle’s short summary. It is available on the ACHOA site. I encourage
you to read it, not accept as “fact”, portions taken out of context. The full literature searches as cited by



Pingle is available for you to review.

We all need to look critically at what is being posted on the 411 website.

Ben Collins benjaminicoll@charter.net


